The main result of this note is a hard Lefschetz theorem for the Chow groups of generalized Kummer varieties. The same argument also proves hard Lefschetz for Chow groups of Hilbert schemes of abelian surfaces. As a consequence, we obtain new information about certain pieces of the Chow groups of generalized Kummer varieties, and Hilbert schemes of abelian surfaces. The proofs are based on work of Shen-Vial and Fu-Tian-Vial on multiplicative Chow-Künneth decompositions.
Introduction
The object of this note is to prove the statement announced in its title. Let X be a smooth projective variety over C. We will be interested in the Chow groups A i (X) := CH i (X) Q (of codimension i cycles on X with rational coefficients modulo rational equivalence).
Thanks to work of Beauville [4] , the Chow group of an abelian variety A splits into pieces
where A i (j) (A) := {a ∈ A i (A) | [n] * (a) = n 2i−j a ∀n ∈ Z} (here [n] : A → A denotes the multiplication by n morphism). This makes the Chow ring A * (A) into a bigraded ring A * ( * ) (A). It is known [11] this splitting is induced by a Chow-Künneth decomposition (in the sense of Definition 3). The piece A i (j) (A) is expected to be isomorphic to the graded Gr (X) for all 0 ≤ 2i − j ≤ g .
CNRS -IRMA, Université de Strasbourg 7 rue René Descartes 67084 Strasbourg cedex France E-mail: laterv@math.unistra.fr A similar bigraded ring structure A * ( * ) is expected to exist on the Chow ring of any hyperkähler variety (i.e., a projective irreducible holomorphic symplectic manifold, cf. [2] , [3] ). This expectation is related to Beauville's conjectural "splitting property" [5] . One series of hyperkähler varieties where this has recently been verified is that of generalized Kummer varieties. Indeed, Fu-Tian-Vial [13] prove that any generalized Kummer variety X has a multiplicative Chow-Künneth decomposition (in the sense of [32] , cf. Definition 5); this implies the Chow ring A * (X) has a bigraded ring structure A * ( * ) (X). It seems natural to ask whether these pieces A i (j) (X) satisfy a hard Lefschetz theorem similar to Theorem 1. The main result of this note answers this question affirmatively:
Given that generalized Kummer varieties are "built out of" abelian varieties, one might expect Theorem 14 is proven by reducing to Theorem 1. This is probably feasible, yet this is not the way we proceed. Instead, we prefer to start from scratch and present a general statement (Theorem 9), which applies at once to abelian varieties, to Hilbert schemes of abelian surfaces, and to generalized Kummer varieties.
As a consequence of Theorem 14, we find that certain pieces A i (j) (X) vanish:
We can also say something about the "extremal" pieces: It would be interesting to extend Theorem 1 (and the corollaries) to other varieties that have a multiplicative Chow-Künneth decomposition.
Conventions
In this article, the word variety will refer to a reduced irreducible scheme of finite type over C. A subvariety is a (possibly reducible) reduced subscheme which is equidimensional.
All Chow groups will be with rational coefficients: we will denote by A j (X) the Chow group of jdimensional cycles on X with Q-coefficients; for X smooth of dimension n the notations A j (X) and A n−j (X) are used interchangeably.
The notations
will be used to indicate the subgroups of homologically trivial, resp. Abel-Jacobi trivial, resp. algebraically trivial, resp. smash-nilpotent cycles. For a morphism f : X → Y , we will write Γ f ∈ A * (X × Y ) for the graph of f . The contravariant category of Chow motives (i.e., pure motives with respect to rational equivalence as in [29] , [26] ) will be denoted M rat . We will write H j (X) to indicate singular cohomology H j (X, Q). 
Preliminary
Actually, the nilpotence property (for all powers of X) could serve as an alternative definition of finitedimensional motive, as shown by a result of Jannsen [17, Corollary 3.9] . Conjecturally, any variety has finitedimensional motive [19] . We are still far from knowing this, but at least there are quite a few non-trivial examples.
MCK decomposition
Definition 3 (Murre [25] ) Let X be a smooth projective variety of dimension n. We say that X has a CK decomposition if there exists a decomposition of the diagonal
such that the π i are mutually orthogonal idempotents and
(NB: "CK decomposition" is short-hand for "Chow-Künneth decomposition".)
Remark 4
The existence of a CK decomposition for any smooth projective variety is part of Murre's conjectures [25] , [15] .
Definition 5 (Shen-Vial [32])
Let X be a smooth projective variety of dimension n. Let ∆ sm X ∈ A 2n (X × X × X) be the class of the small diagonal
An MCK decomposition is a CK decomposition {π i } of X that is multiplicative, i.e. it satisfies
(NB: "MCK decomposition" is short-hand for "multiplicative Chow-Künneth decomposition".)
Remark 6
The small diagonal (seen as a correspondence from X ×X to X) induces the multiplication morphism
Suppose X has a CK decomposition
By definition, this decomposition is multiplicative if for any i, j the composition
factors through h i+j (X). It follows that if X has an MCK decomposition, then setting
one obtains a bigraded ring structure on the Chow ring: that is, the intersection product sends
It is expected that for any X with an MCK decomposition, one has
this is related to Murre's conjectures B and D [25] .
The property of having an MCK decomposition is severely restrictive, and is closely related to Beauville's "(weak) splitting property" [5] . For more ample discussion, and examples of varieties with an MCK decomposition, we refer to [32, Chapter 8] , as well as [35] , [33], [13] .
In this note, we will rely on the following results: 
Proof The cohomological hard Lefschetz theorem states that cup-product induces an isomorphism
By assumption (iii), there exists a correspondence
As is well-known, this implies there is an isomorphism of homological motives
(with inverse given by C g−2i+j ). Assumption (ii) allows to upgrade to an isomorphism of Chow motives
(with inverse given by C g−2i+j ). Taking Chow groups of the motives on both sides of (2), we find an isomorphism
.
It remains to note that under assumption (iv), we have
since (because of the bigraded ring structure) we have an inclusion
In conclusion, we have proven there is an isomorphism
with inverse given by (π
Abelian varieties Theorem 10 (Künnemann [22]) Let A be an abelian variety of dimension g. Let h ∈ A 1 (A) be an ample symmetric class. Then there are isomorphisms
·h g−2i+j : A i (j) (X) ∼ = − → A g−i+j (j) (X) for all 0 ≤ 2i − j ≤ g .
Proof We will check the assumptions of Theorem 9 are met with. For assumptions (ii) and (iii), this is wellknown ([19] resp. [20], [21]). Assumption (i) is handled in [32, Example 8.3] and [32, Example 8.5].
Remark 11 It is worth pointing out that in proving Theorem 10, we have not really used the ampleness of the divisor class h. The only property we have used is that cupping with powers of h induces isomorphisms in cohomology
It follows that Theorem 10 is true more generally for lef line bundles, in the sense of [9] (by definition, a line bundle is lef when it is the pullback of an ample line bundle under a semismall morphism). Also, we obtain the following "mixed version" of Theorem 10. Let h 1 , . . . , h g−2i+j ∈ A 1 (A) be symmetric ample classes. Then, since there is an isomorphism
[10, Theorem 1.3], the above argument implies there is also an isomorphism 
Proof This is proven by appealing to Theorem 9. The first assumption of Theorem 9 is satisfied by virtue of Vial's result [35] (cf. Theorem 7 above); assumptions (ii) and (iii) follow from [8] .
Generalized Kummer varieties
Definition 13 Let A be an abelian surface. For any m ∈ N, let π :
denote the Hilbert-Chow morphism from the Hilbert scheme A [m+1] to the symmetric product A (m+1) . Let σ : A (m+1) → A denote the addition morphism. Consider the composition
The generalized Kummer variety is defined as the fibre
Theorem 14 Let X = K m (A) be a generalized Kummer variety. Let h ∈ A 1 (X) be an ample class. Then there are isomorphisms
Proof The first three assumptions of Theorem 9 are satisfied (for assumption (i) this is Fu-Tian-Vial's result (Theorem 8 above), assumptions (ii) and (iii) follow from [13] or [38] ). Assumption (iv) is immediate, because
Some corollaries
Corollary 15 Let X be a hyperkähler variety birational to a generalized Kummer variety X ′ , and let h ∈ A 1 (X) be an ample class. Then there are isomorphisms
Proof The point is that thanks to work of Rieß [28] , there is an isomorphism of graded commutative Q-algebras
This implies that X still enters into the set-up of Theorem 9.
Corollary 16 Let X = K m (A) be a generalized Kummer variety. Then
Proof Lin [24] has proven that A 2m (i) (X) = 0 for all i odd . Applying Theorem 14, we find there are isomorphisms
This proves the corollary.
Remark 17 Corollary 16 can be seen as a "motivic" manifestation of the fact that H i (X, O X ) = 0 for i odd (as such, Corollary 16 should hold for all hyperkähler varieties).
On a side note, we mention that applying the Bloch-Srinivas method to the above-mentioned result of Lin, one can actually prove
(where N * denotes the coniveau filtration [6] 
Proof Let n := dim X. The proof of Theorem 9 implies there exists a correspondence C such that
is the identity. But for i > 0, any cycle b ∈ A n (i) (X) is homologically trivial hence algebraically trivial. The action of correspondences preserves algebraic triviality, and so C * (b) is algebraically trivial.
Remark 19 Nori has conjectured [27] that for any smooth projective variety X, one should have
More generally, Jannsen has conjectured [16] that
where F * A * denotes the conjectural Bloch-Beilinson filtration. Corollary 18 fits in nicely with these conjectures; indeed, it is expected [32] that for varieties X with an MCK decomposition one has equalities 
Two cycles a, a ′ are called smash-equivalent if their difference a − a ′ is smash-nilpotent. We will write
for the subgroup of smash-nilpotent cycles.
Conjecture 21 (Voevodsky [36] ) Let Y be a smooth projective variety. Then [37] . In particular, Conjecture 21 is true for divisors (j = 1) and for 0-cycles (j = dim Y ).
Remark 22 It is known that
It 
Proof Let n := dim X. We first observe that Voevodsky's conjecture holds for 1-cycles on X, i.e.
For abelian varieties, this is proven by Sebastian [30] . is the identity. But for i > 0, any cycle b ∈ A n−1 (i) (X) is homologically trivial, hence (using equality 3)) smashnilpotent. The action of correspondences preserves smash-nilpotence (since it is known smash-equivalence is an adequate equivalence relation), and so C * (b) is smash-nilpotent. This proves the corollary.
Other cases
Remark 24 Some other cases to which Theorem 9 applies are: the Hilbert square A [2] of an abelian variety A (this has an MCK decomposition thanks to [32] ), the Hilbert cube A [3] of an abelian variety A (this has an MCK decomposition thanks to [33, Theorem 1]), the nested Hilbert schemes A [1, 2] and A [2, 3] of an abelian variety A (these have an MCK decomposition thanks to [33, Theorem 6.1]; the other hypotheses are satisfied thanks to the explicit description given in [33, Section 6]), the Hilbert scheme S
[m] where S is a K3 surface with finitedimensional motive (this has an MCK decomposition thanks to [35] ; the other hypotheses are satisfied thanks to [8] ).
(In addition, let X = K m (A) be a generalized Kummer variety. If it can be proven that the MCK decomposition of X obtained in [13] is self-dual, then it follows from [33] that the Hilbert schemes X [2] and X [3] and X [1, 2] and X [2, 3] also have an MCK decomposition. In this case, these varieties can be added to the above list of cases to which Theorem 9 applies.)
